By contrast, the extra N-and C-terminal domains seen conjugating E2 (UBC9)-, and ligating E3-enzymes (PIAS, RanBP2) (reviewed in [17] ). Effects as diverse as in the eukaryotic proteins are highly variable ( Figure 1A ) [6] . Structural and functional analyses of Mug and huthe regulation of protein-protein and protein-DNA interactions [18] , the control of protein localization [19] , man TDG identified discrete sequence motifs within the conserved CORE that determine the architecture of the negative interference with ubiquitylation [20] , and the modulation of enzymatic activity [6, 21] have been ascatalytic pocket and constitute the active site of these glycosylases [6, 9, 11]. sociated with protein SUMOylation. Yet, very little is known about the underlying molecular mechanisms.
We found that SUMO1 attachment to the C-terminal lysine K330 of human TDG stimulates uracil processing This work provides insight into the molecular basis of product inhibition of human TDG and the mechanism on a G•U substrate but reduces its capacity to excise thymine from G•T mismatches [16] . A similar change of of SUMOylation-induced AP site dissociation. Biochemical examination of different deletion mutants resubstrate preference was reported previously for an in vitro-translated N-terminal truncation of TDG (amino vealed that the catalytic CORE domain of TDG has enzymatic properties like the E. coli Mug protein; it acids 112-410) [8] . These observations suggested that SUMOylation of TDG in its C terminus might affect the processes a G•U substrate with enzymatic turnover but fails largely on a G•T substrate. In contrast, the fullfunction of its N terminus. Hence, to investigate the functions of the N-and C-terminal domains in substrate length TDG undergoes a conformational change upon contacting DNA. This involves its flexible N-terminal processing, we generated constructs for bacterial expression of a series of domain deletion variants of TDG domain and mediates a tight interaction with the substrate/product DNA, which facilitates G•T processing ( Figure 1B) . In all cases, a cloning strategy was chosen that adds an N-terminal 6-His tag and a few amino but inhibits AP-site dissociation. We demonstrate how SUMOylation in the C-terminal domain alters this conacids beyond the postulated domain borders to ensure proper protein folding. After overproduction in E. coli, formation of the N terminus in a way that allows TDG to dissociate from the product AP site.
the TDG proteins were extracted and purified to near homogeneity ( Figure 1C 
Discussion
it then encounters a mismatched substrate, residues of its active site pocket penetrate the DNA duplex to dislocate the base to be excised and to establish hyWe reported previously that SUMO1 modification helps drogen-bonding interactions with the guanine opposite TDG dissociate from product AP sites, facilitating enzy-( Figure 5C ) [10] . These specific contacts at the active matic turnover on a G•U substrate while significantly site and the nonspecific DNA interaction mediated by reducing G•T processing capacity [16] . Now, we prothe N terminus then act cooperatively to bind TDG vide biochemical evidence to explain these effects firmly to the substrate. After excision of the mispaired mechanistically; our data establish that SUMOylation at base, the same DNA interactions prevent dissociation the C terminus of TDG induces a specific conformaof TDG from the product AP site ( Figure 5D) . Biochemical evidence established previously that TDG interacts with DNA in two substrate-dependent
